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INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
MEETING 2018 IMMERSIVE
EXPO 2020 DUBAI
The 2018 edition of the International Participants Meeting
(IPM), organised with the Bureau International des
Expositions (BIE), the governing body of World Expos, bring
together more than 500 representatives from countries across
the world to the UAE to update them on the planning and
delivery of the first World Expo in the Arab World.
Representatives are briefed on the progress made to date as
well as future planning in the areas of Real Estate and Delivery,
Marketing and Communication and Legacy Development and
Impact.
We shot 360° 8K monoscopic footage from a camera car to
showcase the current state of progress of the Expo 2020 site.

Description
Immersive Room
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Entaniya Fisheye HAL 220
Mistika VR
Mocha Pro
Re:Lens
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Touchline Dubai
Production
Augmented

OUR EID WITH THEM
KALIMAT FOUNDATION
Headquartered in Sharjah, Kalimat Foundation is a non-profit
humanitarian entity, founded by Shahikha Bodour Bint Sultan
Al Qasimi, which strives to ensure the fundamental right of
every child to read. It works to promote the idea that improving
access to literature and encouraging children to pick up books
are the best ways to develop children’s mental and social
capacities and ultimately improve society.
We shot both a traditional and a 360° stereoscopic video at
Mrajeeb Al Fhood, a refugee camp located in a stretch of arid
plains some 20 kilometers east of Zarqa, Jordan, opened in
April 2013 and funded by the United Arab Emirates, hosting
more than 9,700 refugees fleeing the Syrian Civil War.
In this non-profit VR storytellling, we use immersive video - the
ultimate “empathy machine” - to document the library
donated by Kalimat Foundation.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Kiyany Media
Production
Augmented

WE ARE
SHEREEN SAIFUDEEN
The erosion of real human interactions and the insidious
growth of apathy characterize life in urban environments.
What would happen if our eyes met that of a stranger? Would
it create a human connection? Could it lead to the thawing of
the sense of “otherness”? Is technology dehumanizing us? Can
it not?
We Are is a deeply immersive and tactile video art installation
that examines these questions. Outwardly the installation
resembles a VR gaming booth but the actual experience
points toward its antithesis. The viewer is invited to takes a seat,
wear a VR headset and start the ‘program’. Instead of a
simulated video game environment, the viewer meets the
‘projection’ of the artist sitting opposite, in a quiet, friendly
gaze. The artist ‘interacts’ with the viewer through the
universal language of gesture and computer generated
visuals.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Dubai Culture
Production
Augmented

IMMERSIVE ROOM @ GITEX 2018
TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY
Three days of shooting and five days of 360° VR post
production on a 210° special Entaniya ultra wide lens (rented
from Japan) for an immersive VR room at the
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority stand at Gitex 2018.
The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) is
gearing up for the most awaited technology event of the year,
GITEX, with a number of new initiatives and innovative projects
to be introduced. The initiatives will reflect TRA’s commitment
to enhance smart lifestyle and support mGovernment
activities in the UAE.
During the event, TRA will take visitors on an insightful and
highly immersive journey into the world of ICT to display its
various initiatives, which will highlight the TRA’s contribution in
shifting the way technology is perceived and making it more
people centric for enhancing the quality of life.

Description
Immersive Room
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Entaniya Fisheye HAL 220
Mistika VR
Mocha Pro
Re:Lens
After Effects
Agency
Paris Tokyo
Production
B2Cham

WELCOME TO SHARJAH
SHARJAH BOOK AUTHORITY
Sharjah Book Authority (SBA) was launched in 2014 by His
Highness Sheikh Dr. Sultan bin Mohammed Al Qasimi, to
enhance investment in creative industries, building a platform
for culture and knowledge exchange between people of the
world and supporting the children's book industry.
For their stand at 2017th Paris Book Fair (Salon du Livre), the
Dubai agency Paris Tokyo Live deployed a 360° immersive
room, and we were asked to shoot the best locations of
Sharjah in 360°.
We used three different camera setup for land, aerials and
underwater spanned over twelve locations in three days.
The immersive room was the most visited activation at the
Paris Book Fair, with visitors queuing up to try the immersive
experience.

Description
Immersive Room
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Mocha Pro
After Effects
Adobe Premiere
Agency
Paris Tokyo
Production
B2Cham

A KARAK TEA ADVENTURE
FILLI CAFÉ
It all began when a young Indian entrepreneur started a small
roadside café FiLLi near the breathtaking Mamzar Corniche,
cooking up a delectably divine concoction that was potently
flavorsome and overwhelmingly aromatic, Rafih Filli offered
the simplest of beverages which had the lure to entice people
from all over the emirate. It was a simple cup of energising tea.
FiLLi Café has made it big by changing the way tea is served
across the UAE and beyond. Rafih FiLLi plans to expand his
business across all emirates and by penetrating the Middle
East as well as other emerging markets.
This immersive 360° interview at one of the FiLLi franchise in
Dubai teleport us directly in front of FiLLi founder, Rafih Filli.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Kiyany Media
Production
Augmented

GITEX 2017 VR
GITEX
The Gulf Information Technology Exhibition (GITEX) is an
annual consumer computer and electronics trade show,
exhibition, and conference that takes place in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates at the Dubai World Trade Centre. Its exhibitions
in the Middle East have attracted numerous participants, most
notably in 2009 when Microsoft released Windows 7 with
150,019 people present.
The GITEX Shopper & Consumer Electronics Expo attracts ICT
retailers and suppliers such as Gateway Group, 50 Cent,
Etisalat, RedHat, and Dell.
The consumer participants include IT professionals, technology
enthusiasts, students and consumers as well as regional
traders.
To better showcase the 2017 edition, we shot 360° stereoscopic
videos over most of the key locations and stands, delivering a
“GITEX immersive experience”.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
One Big Holiday
Production
Augmented

ABOVE & BEYOND MENA TOUR
LAND ROVER
The Above and Beyond Tour is a Land Rover Experience that
offers a wide audience driving activities inspired by natural
terrain Land Rover vehicles.
Public can put themselves in the driver's seat by putting their
driving skills to the test in a number of challenging activities,
getting a chance to win the “trip of a lifetime”, A Land Rover
Adventure Tour to Namibia.
We’ve been shooting both a traditional 4K and immersive 360°
video to document the Land Rover tour in Kuwait City.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Imagination
Production
One Big Holiday

TAG IMMERSIVE ROOM
MAJID AL FUTTAIM
Tilal Al Ghaf is the flagship new Dubai mixed-use community
from Majid Al Futtaim, envisioned as an integrated living
experience, founded on sustainable design and the art and
science of place-making to create a cultural and soul-fulfilling
community where meaningful roots truly grow.
Tilal Al Ghaf consists of 355,000 square meters of green open
spaces and includes interconnected themed parks as well as
picnic grounds. A lagoon bordered by 400 meters of an open
beachfront offers 70,000 square meters of water to enjoy, with
other water bodies located throughout. The land is elevated at
strategic points offering stunning views over the water.
This Immersive Room, installed permanently at the MAF
Experience Centre at Kampinski Hotel / Mall of Emirates, give
the prospect customers an immersive experience of the
properties.

Description
360° monoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Imaginatino
Production
Imagination

DONATE DIFFERENTLY
MAJID AL FUTTAIM
During Ramadan, Majid Al Futtaim had an activation that
surprised the kids every time they donated. We worked on the
campaign film to document how kids were taught the values
of Ramadan.
The “Donate Differently” campaign encourages communities
across the region to participate and make a difference by
donating goods and money via marked charity boxes at Majid
Al Futtaim’s shopping malls, leisure and entertainment
destinations and Carrefour stores in Bahrain, Egypt, Lebanon,
Oman, and the UAE.
In total, almost 9,000 people contributed to the ‘Make a
Difference’ Ramadan campaign.

Description
Virtual Tour
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Human
Production
Kiyany Media

FACTORY TOUR 360°
FALCON PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN
Coming from a Hospitality family that has more than 200 years
of experience and heritage in the food service sector, Samir Al
Hallab decided to start his total Kitchen Solution business in
the UAE to help the food service Chefs & Entrepreneurs of the
Gulf region to achieve their goals by providing them with a
Turnkey Kitchen Solution.
This 360° virtual tour of both the factory and the showroom
allow the clients to better understand the process that turns
their kitchen to reality.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Augmented
Production
Augmented

YAS ISLAND SHOWROOM AR
MERCEDES-BENZ
In order to present to its stakeholders the project of the
upcoming Abu Dhabi’s Yas Island showroom, Mercedes-Benz
developed an Augmented Reality application that integrates
the 3D previsualization of the showroom on the attendees
iPads directly on location.
I shot several 360° photos on precise GPS locations that would
have been composited over the 3D previz of the project, in
order to contextualise them on their precise point of view.

Description
AR Activation
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
PTGui
Adobe Photoshop
Agency
Das Event
Production
Augmented

ADOPTION CENTRE VR
RED PAW FOUNDATION
The Red Paw Foundation is a non-profit organization that is
registered with the UAE government under the umbrella
organization of the Emirates Animal Welfare Society. We are a
foundation that is entirely volunteer-operated and sustained.
We rescue abused and injured cats and dogs. We vaccinate,
microchip and neuter all our rescue cats and dogs, and keep
them in our own homes, giving them love and care until they
are fully recovered and healthy enough to be adopted.
By recording a 360° stereoscopic immersive video in their
adoption centre, located in Oasis Mall, we connect our
audience to cats and kittens with the “Ultimate Empathy
Machine”.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Production
Augmented

UAE FEDERAL NATIONAL COUNCIL
PARLIAMENT VR
UAE MINISTRY OF CABINET AFFAIRS
The UAE Federal National Council (FNC), located in Abu Dhabi,
is the federal authority of the United Arab Emirates formed to
represent the general Emirati people. The FNC consist of 40
members with advisory tasks in the house of legislative
council. Twenty members are elected by the citizens of the
UAE through an electoral college, while the remaining twenty
are appointed by the rulers of each emirate.
We produced a 360° immersive VR activation of the Federal
National Council Parliament, by letting the audience
experience what it’s like to be sitting in
the parliament in the POV of one of the elected members.
Since the activation starts from a real Parliament desk, the
transition from reality to Virtual Reality is seamless, giving the
audience that “wow” factor.
We also re-programmed the VR goggles (Oculus Go) in order
to immediately play the video at startup, bypassing any menu
or interface item, and giving the end-users an immediate, easy
experience.

Description
VR Activation
5760 x 2880 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Adobe Photoshop
Production
Kiyany Media

UAE FEDERAL NATIONAL COUNCIL
MUSEUM VIRTUAL TOUR
EXPO 2020 a UAE MINISTRY OF CABINET AFFAIRS
The UAE Federal National Council (FNC), located in Abu Dhabi,
is the federal authority of the United Arab Emirates formed to
represent the general Emirati people. The FNC consist of 40
members with advisory tasks in the house of legislative
council. Twenty members are elected by the citizens of the
UAE through an electoral college, while the remaining twenty
are appointed by the rulers of each emirate.
We produced a 360° virtual tour of the Federal National
Council museum, which hosts a replica of Sheikh Zayed bin
Sultan Al Nahyan office, and a variety of items and
photographs telling the story of the National Council and the
UAE federation, from its establishment in 1971 until the current
days.

Description
Virtual Tour
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Adobe Photoshop
PTGUI
Pano2VR
Production
Kiyany Media

UAE SCHOOL INNOVATION VR
UAE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
The UAE Ministry of Education commissioned us the
development of two activations to be showcased at the
National Science, Technology and Innovation (NSTI) Festival
2018.
The first of the two, an immersive VR Experience “UAE School
Innovation” showcased STEM education, science education,
classes and hands-on laboratories over a few selected UAE
public primary schools.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Production
Kiyany Media

SPACE SISTERS VR
UAE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
“Space Sisters” tells the story of Reem and Mazoon Al Abdouli,
two exceptional UAE students who dream, one day, to travel
among the stars.
Earlier this year they were chosen to observe the Yahsat’s Al
Yah 3 satellite launch in Kourou, French Guiana.
This story is produced in association with the UAE Ministry of
Education and it’s part of an ongoing series about how UAE
youth is reshaping the future of technology, science, and
innovation in the region.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Production
Kiyany Media

NSTI FESTIVAL 2018
UAE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
The National Science, Technology and Innovation (NSTI)
Festival 2018 consist
of a Science Fair (section for students to showcase their
projects), conference (prominent international and Emirati
speakers to discuss interesting topics related to education and
STI), exhibition (section for educational entities, established
innovative companies and start-ups to showcase their
products and services), student retreat (elite Emirati students
come together to discuss challenges, aspirations and
expectations from the educational system), hackathon
(competition for computer programmers and software
developers), and Fikrati (‘My idea’ is a platform for students
from kindergarten to grade 5 to express their creative ideas)
competition and an awards ceremony (main awarding
platform organised by the Ministry).
Augmented and Kiyany Media worked on two activations for
the UAE Ministry of Education stand: an immersive VR
Experience “UAE School Innovation” showcasing STEM
education and labs over UAE public schools and a motioncontrolled kinetic video stand, for which we curated the
content, in form of interview to the Ministry key personalities.

Description
VR Activation
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Production
Augmented

GRATTACIELO INTESA SANPAOLO
BANCA INTESA
The Grattacielo Intesa Sanpaolo in Turin, Italy is a skyscraper as
well as the headquarters for the banking group Intesa
Sanpaolo.
The building is the third tallest in the city, after the landmark
Mole Antonelliana which has held the record since 1889, and
Piedmont Region Headquarters. It provides office
accommodation for more than 2,000 employees as well as
providing leisure facilities for the general public. At its summit,
a rooftop greenhouse houses Piano35, a public restaurant,
alongside a roof garden and a panoramic terrace that provides
far-reaching views over the city. At its base, a 364-seat
multifunctional public hall/auditorium is hung from the
transfer trusses four stories above ground level.
Renzo Piano, Grattacielo Intesa Sanpaolo's architect, described
the skyscraper as "bioclimatic building", being naturally
ventilated and cooled; with a substantial amount of its power
requirement to be generated from photovoltaic panels that
cover the southern façade.
It was awarded the LEED Platinum rating, making it the only
high-rise building in Europe to hold such a certification.
Description
Virtual Tour
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Adobe Photoshop
PTGUI
Pano2VR
Production
Augmented

DÉBORAH MADELEINE
CREATIVE MORNINGS DXB
CreativeMornings is a free monthly breakfast lecture series
designed for creative communities.
In this episode, Déborah Madeleine talks about design
thinking and design living actually make us all pioneers today.
Déborah is a senior packaging innovation scientist at Mars, the
candy bar company. A pioneer at creative problem solving, she
has helped Mars solve innovation, quality and efficiency
challenges using creative problem solving techniques.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Creative Mornings
Production
Augmented

LORNE RILEY
CREATIVE MORNINGS DXB
CreativeMornings is a free monthly breakfast lecture series
designed for creative communities.
Lorne Riley is Director of Corporate Communications at Dubai
Airports. He joined the organization in 2009 and is responsible
for all aspects of corporate communications and reputation
management.
In this speech, recorded in 360°, Lorne paints an interesting
picture of how we see, or hear, genius based on our cultural
connections and the ideas that have long been presented to
us.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Creative Mornings
Production
Augmented

SHARING FRIDGES
CREATIVE MORNINGS DXB
CreativeMornings is a free monthly breakfast lecture series
designed for creative communities.
The Ramadan Fridges Initiative FB group is a great
communication forum and supports the individual volunteers
with guidelines and top tips. It also gives them the opportunity
to share new ideas, ask for additional help to man the fridge or
to fill their fridges.
It connects those wishing to donate food and drinks with those
hosting a fridge. It indicates where the fridges are (maps) and
is used to exchange tips and stories. It’s also a fantastic support
group for the fridge managers - especially to let people know
when fridges need restocking.
In this 360° video, Janine Bensouda and Asmae Lemniei share
the story of how compassion can become a driver of change.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Agency
Creative Mornings
Production
Augmented

THIS IS MY RAK
RAK BANK
The “This is My Rak” social media storytelling campaign for Rak
Bank is about three portraits, three emotional stories around
people of Ras Al Kaimah: Mohammed Al Yakoobi, owner of the
last cassette shop in UAE; Anwar Shamsuddin, keeping the
legacy of the most beloved Indian restaurant in RAK; Dr.
Najeeb Abdullah Al Shamsi, keeping track of the history and
the people of RAK in his personal Photo Museum.
We’ve been asked to fit three different characters into one
single narrative, telling their stories and the nature of their
business, rooted in the emirate of Ras al Khaimah.
We produced a 16:9 edit for Facebook, three square mobilefirst edits for Instagram (feed and stories) and a 360°
immersive short BTS movie showcasing the beautiful locations
around Ras Al Kaimah.

Description
360° stereoscopic video
7680 x 3840 resolution
Tools
Insta360 Pro
Mistika VR
Final Cut Pro X
Production
Kiyany Media
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